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The successful implementation of functional quantum photonic technologies hinges on our ability to generate,
manipulate, and measure complex multiphoton states. A crucial step for the faithful utilization of multiphoton
states is the certification of the non-classicality of correlations among the modes [1, 2]. Here, we describe
a method to uncover nonclassical correlations of two-mode multiphoton states. This scheme is based on the
second-order moments which are directly obtained from measured photon statistics. To illustrate the method we
apply it to experimental photon-subtracted two-mode squeezed vacuum states (TMSVS) [3]. These TMSVS were
generated by conditionally subtracting the same amount of photons from each mode of a bright spontaneous-
parametric-down-conversion source. The photon statistics was obtained using photon number resolving detectors
based on transition edge sensors [4].

Figure 1: The Agarwal parameter in (a) certifies the nonclassical nature of P-function corresponding to the
generated photon-subtracted states for different number of subtracted photons l. The eigenvalues in (b) demon-
strates the possibility of tuning the degree of quantum correlations by controlling the squeezing parameter of
the source and the number of subtracted photons. The curves represent our theoretical predictions for l = 0
(blue solid line), l = 1 (red dashed line), l = 2 (pink dash-dotted line), and l = 3 (black dotted line).
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